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Background. Individuals with schizophrenia and individuals with high-functioning autism (HFA) seem to share

some social, behavioral and biological features. Although marked impairments in social cognition have been

documented in both groups, little empirical work has compared the social cognitive functioning of these two clinical

groups.

Method. Forty-four individuals with schizophrenia, 36 with HFA and 41 non-clinical controls completed a battery of

social cognitive measures that have been linked previously to specific brain regions.

Results. The results indicate that the individuals with schizophrenia and HFA were both impaired on a variety of

social cognitive tasks relative to the non-clinical controls, but did not differ from one another. When individuals with

schizophrenia were divided into negative symptom and paranoid subgroups, exploratory analyses revealed that

individuals with HFA may be more similar, in terms of the pattern of social cognition impairments, to the negative

symptom group than to the paranoia group.

Conclusions. Our findings provide further support for similarities in social cognition deficits between HFA and

schizophrenia, which have a variety of implications for future work on gene–brain–behavior relationships.
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Introduction

Individuals with autism and those with schizophrenia

are characterized by marked social deficits, including

an impoverished social network, difficulties main-

taining employment, and social skills deficits (Green

et al. 2000 ; Grant et al. 2001). In addition, deficits

in social cognition, such as deficient theory of mind

(ToM) or problems detecting emotions in social stim-

uli, have been identified as likely contributors to social

dysfunction in both disorders (e.g. Muris et al. 1999 ;

Couture et al. 2006 ; Crespi & Badcock, 2008).

Clarifying the specificity of social cognitive deficits

to schizophrenia or autism is an important step in re-

fining behavioral phenotypes, which provide a sim-

pler link to genes, rather than more complex behaviors

and/or broad diagnostic categories (Gottesman &

Gould, 2003). Detecting differences between two

groups sharing social cognitive dysfunction can high-

light areas that may be fundamental to each disorder,

enabling future studies to hone in on more specific

endophenotypic markers that may differentiate the

two conditions or point to genes that may be shared by

both disorders. For example, a recent study from our

group found that those with high-functioning autism

(HFA) showed a specific difference in rate of social

orienting (i.e. they directed their gaze to the face at a

slower rate) when making emotional judgments about

social stimuli compared to individuals with schizo-

phrenia, despite showing remarkable similarity on

all other eye-tracking parameters (Sasson et al. 2007).

Thus, rate of social orienting may serve as a specific

marker for HFA that can be subsequently linked with

genes and brain regions.

Individuals with schizophrenia and HFA exhibit

pronounced social cognitive deficits. Specifically, in-

dividuals with HFA and those with schizophrenia are

impaired in basic emotion perception (e.g. Loveland

et al. 1997; Celani et al. 1999 ; Edwards et al. 2002) and
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ToM (e.g. Frith & Corcoran, 1996 ; Baron-Cohen et al.

2001 ; Herold et al. 2002), particularly on higher-order

ToM tasks (Baron-Cohen et al. 1999a ; Kaland et al.

2002 ; Rutherford et al. 2002 ; Brune, 2005; Sprong et al.

2007).

Only a few studies have directly compared in-

dividuals with schizophrenia and HFA on measures

of social cognition. One study found that individuals

with HFA were impaired in affect identification rela-

tive to those with schizophrenia and to controls, who

did not differ from one another (Bölte & Poustka,

2003). By contrast, another study found that partici-

pants with paranoid delusions and individuals with

Asperger’s syndrome were impaired on ToM abilities

(on the Hinting and Eyes task) relative to controls, but

were not significantly different from each other (Craig

et al. 2004).

Two other studies examined social cognitive abili-

ties in childhood-onset schizophrenia versus children

with autism. Pilowsky et al. (2000) found that those

with childhood-onset schizophrenia performed simi-

larly to children with HFA on a false belief task (with

both impaired relative to controls), but that children

with schizophrenia performed at normal levels on a

deception task. Van Lancker et al. (1989) reported that

children with schizophrenia were not impaired on

vocal affect recognition, whereas children with autism

performedmore poorly on the task relative to controls.

Taken together, some findings have supported com-

parable impairments on social cognitive tasks, where-

as others have suggested more pronounced deficits in

social cognition among those with autism. Clearly,

research is limited in this area. In particular, two ad-

vances are needed: first, to compare directly schizo-

phrenia and autism on identical tasks, and second,

to compare their profile on a battery of several tasks

known to tap social cognition.

The aim of the present study was to examine social

cognitive abilities in both schizophrenia and HFA on

a neurobiologically informed battery of social cog-

nition tasks. Tasks were chosen based on their links to

specific brain structures known to be crucial to social

cognition (and abnormal in HFA and schizophrenia).

Specifically, the Point-Light task has been associated

with activation in the right somatosensory cortex

(Heberlein et al. 2004), the right superior temporal

sulcus and the amygdala (Bonda et al. 1996). The

amygdala is recruited for the Movie Stills task

(Adolphs & Tranel, 2003). The Eyes task has been as-

sociated with increased activity in the left dorsolateral

prefrontal cortex and superior temporal sulcus, the left

amygdala, and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (Baron-

Cohen et al. 1999b). The Trustworthiness task has been

found to activate the amygdala, right insula, superior

temporal cortex and fusiform gyrus (Winston et al.

2002). We hypothesized that individuals with HFA

would show greater impairments in ToM and emotion

perception compared to individuals with schizo-

phrenia and non-clinical controls, even after control-

ling for general cognitive functioning.

Method

Participants1#

All participants provided informed consent, and all

procedures were approved by the local Institutional

Review Boards. Individuals with HFA met algorithm

criteria of the Autism Diagnostic Interview – Revised

(ADI-R; Lord et al. 1994) for autism and were recruited

through the Subject Registry of the North Carolina

Neurodevelopmental Disorders Research Center. The

ADI-R was audiotaped to perform random reliability

checks.

For the schizophrenia sample, the Structured Clini-

cal Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Diagnosis – Patient

Version (SCID-P; First et al. 1995) was used to confirm

diagnosis reported by the participant and documented

in medical records, and the Positive and Negative

Syndrome Scale (PANSS; Kay et al. 1987) was admin-

istered to assess severity of symptoms. Interviewers

were trained by one of the authors (D.L.P.) to high

reliability [intra-class coefficient (ICC) >0.80].

The non-clinical controls (NCC) were recruited

from the community by mailings, mass emails and

postings. Participants in this group could not meet

criteria for any current Axis I disorder or have re-

latives with autism, schizophrenia, Down’s syndrome

or Fragile X syndrome. All participants needed to ob-

tain a score of o70 on the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale

for Intelligence (WASI ; Wechsler, 1999) to be eligible

for the study.

Demographic characteristics for the three groups

are presented in Table 1. The groups were significantly

different in age and IQ; schizophrenia participants

were older thanHFA and control participants, and had

lower IQ compared to controls. No other comparisons

were significant. The number of years ill (time since

first diagnosed/hospitalized) and the total score on

the PANSS is provided for the schizophrenia sample.

Measures

IQ

The two-subtest version of the WASI, comprising

the Vocabulary and Matrix Reasoning subtests, was

used to estimate full-scale IQ (FSIQ). The two-subtest

version is highly correlated with FSIQ on the full

# The notes appear after the main text.
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Wechsler intelligence scale (Wechsler, 1999), and the

subtests have high factor loadings on a general intel-

ligence factor (Kaufman, 1994).

Emotion perception

The Point-Light Motion Displays (Heberlein et al.

2004) consist of a series of 22 short films (ranging from

5 to 20 s) of an actor moving in ways that convey

emotional information (e.g. dancing joyfully). These

clips were filmed in the dark with lights on the major

joints of the body and the head, and thus are viewed as

a series of dots moving across the screen. Participants

were asked to choose one of five emotion words to

describe ‘how the dots might be feeling’ : happy, sad,

afraid, angry or neutral. Performance is converted to

accuracy scores on the basis of data from a reference

group. For example, if 100% of normal participants

thought the answer was ‘happy’ and the participant

said the response was ‘happy’, they would earn a

score of 1.0, or a zero for all other responses. However,

if 50% of normal participants said ‘angry’, 40% said

‘happy’ and 10% said ‘afraid’ in response to the item,

one would earn a score of 1.0 for answering ‘angry’,

0.8 for answering ‘happy’ and 0.2 for answering

‘afraid ’. Scoring the measure in this manner allows

assessment of degrees of impairment relative to a

normal population rather than an absolute correct or

incorrect score. Accuracy scores were summed and

averaged to form two scales : accuracy on positive

emotions (happy, five scenes) and accuracy on nega-

tive emotions (five scenes for sad, four each for angry

and afraid).

The Movie Stills task (Adolphs & Tranel, 2003)

consists of 16 photographs of complex scenes from

movies with clear emotional content. Participants are

first shown the movie stills with the faces blocked

out, then are reshown the 16 photographs with the

faces present. Comparison of stimuli with and with-

out faces assesses emotion recognition from purely

contextual cues versus using both facial expres-

sions and contextual cues to determine emotion.

Table 1. Demographic characteristics, IQ, illness variables and study measures

NCC

(n=41)

HFA

(n=36)

Schizophrenia

(n=44)

Schizophrenia Subgroups

Negative

symptom (n=13)

Paranoid

(n=8)

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Age (years) 22.9 5.6 20.9 5.7 27.5 6.3 26.4 7.4 28.6 8.1

Years of education 13.1 3.0 12.3 2.4 13.2 2.4 12.9 2.2 13.5 1.8

PANSS total N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 55.27 13.2 55.4 6.6 62.6 16.3

IQ 109.4 15.1 101.3 17.8 98.8 15.8 99.9 16.2 96.3 12.3

Years ill N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 5.5 5.9 5.7 6.2 9.3 9.8

Point-Light, negative valence 0.8178 0.101 0.7822 0.124 0.7087 0.143 0.7148 0.150 0.7843 0.108

Point-Light, positive valence 0.9088 0.124 0.7894 0.188 0.7862 0.199 0.8167 0.130 0.7473 0.312

Movie Stills no face, sad 0.6907 0.239 0.5130 0.252 0.5355 0.281 0.4508 0.230 0.6226 0.302

Movie Stills no face, angry 0.6797 0.217 0.5576 0.227 0.6309 0.208 0.5688 0.233 0.7581 0.226

Movie Stills no face, afraid 0.4345 0.175 0.5292 0.161 0.4668 0.197 0.4300 0.179 0.5079 0.213

Movie Stills with face, sad 0.8026 0.187 0.6855 0.274 0.5971 0.253 0.6053 0.255 0.5708 0.197

Movie Stills with face, angry 0.6726 0.192 0.5243 0.241 0.6599 0.175 0.6073 0.147 0.7957 0.198

Movie Stills with face, afraid 0.6215 0.166 0.6230 0.188 0.5904 0.192 0.5131 0.200 0.5775 0.207

Untrustworthy faces x1.222 0.523 x0.7106 0.983 x0.8201 1.10 x0.6410 1.3 x1.416 1.15

Trustworthy faces 1.314 0.653 1.370 0.823 1.407 0.932 1.547 0.683 0.625 1.04

Eyes task 69.5 11.9 60.9 16.1 58.7 15.8 58.8 19.6 61.5 8.96

% n % n % n % n % n

Male 82.9 34 80.6 29 88.6 39 84.6 11 100 8

Race

Caucasian 85.4 35 83.3 30 72.7 32 53.8 7 75.0 6

African-American 12.2 5 2.8 1 25.0 11 46.2 6 25.2 2

American Indian 2.4 1 0 0 2.3 1 0 0 0 0

PANSS, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale ; HFA, high-functioning autism; NCC, non-clinical controls ; S.D., standard

deviation.
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Participants choose one of seven emotion words

(happy, sad, afraid, surprised, angry, disgusted, or

neutral) that best describe what the actors in the movie

still are feeling. Performance is converted to accuracy

scores on the basis of data from a reference group as

described above for the Point-Light Displays. Given

the non-normal distributions for happy and surprised

(almost all participants were at ceiling correct per-

formance), only sad (three stimuli), afraid (five

stimuli) and angry (four stimuli) were included in the

analyses.

Social judgments

In the Abbreviated Trustworthiness task (Adolphs

et al. 1998; Bellugi et al. 1999), participants are shown

42 faces of unfamiliar people and are asked to judge

how much they would trust the person by providing a

rating on a seven-point scale, ranging from x3 (very

untrustworthy) to +3 (very trustworthy). Based on

data from a reference group, the most trustworthy (top

third/a score >+1) and least trustworthy faces

(bottom third/a score <x1) according to normed

scores were used to form two scales : the average rat-

ing on trustworthy faces and the average rating on

untrustworthy faces. Scoring for this task reflects a

departure from the accuracy-based scores on the other

tasks. There is no ‘correct ’ amount of trustworthiness

inherent in each stimulus, and given findings from

previous studies suggesting that assessing bias in re-

sponse to the stimuli is important (e.g. Adolphs et al.

1998 ; Pinkham et al. 2008), it seemed most appropriate

to examine scores in their raw form.

ToM

The Eyes task (Baron-Cohen et al. 2001) was selected to

assess ToM for two reasons : (1) it reflects ‘advanced

ToM’, which is less prone to ceiling effects in higher

functioning populations, and (2) it may rely to a lesser

degree on more complex cognitive processes (e.g.

working memory and reasoning) than traditional ToM

tasks. Research suggests that ToM may be parsed into

social perceptual ToM, which relies on using cues that

are immediately available to make mental state judg-

ments (such as facial expressions), and social cognitive

ToM, which involves reasoning about stories or sce-

narios to ascertain mental state (Sabbagh, 2004 ; Nettle

& Liddle, 2008). The Eyes task is hypothesized to

assess social perceptual ToM (Nettle & Liddle, 2008).

Participants were shown only the eye region of faces

and asked to choose among four words the one that

best describes what the person is thinking or feeling.

A glossary was provided for participants to eliminate

the influence of a limited vocabulary2. The percentage

of correct responses was used as a summary score for

this measure.

Overview of data analyses

For the two emotion perception tasks (Point-Light

and Movie Stills), a mixed-model ANCOVA was

conducted, with emotion as the within-group factor

(positive versus negative for Point-Light and sad,

afraid, angry for Movie Stills) and group membership

as the between-group factor (Schizophrenia, HFA or

Control). Similarly, a mixed-model ANCOVA was

conducted for the Trustworthiness task (within : trust-

worthy versus untrustworthy faces ; between: Schizo-

phrenia, HFA, Control). Finally, a one-way ANCOVA

was conducted to examine the Eyes task. All analyses

included age and IQ as covariates. For significant

group effects in the main analyses, least significant

difference (LSD) and Bonferroni post-hoc tests were

conducted. For significant interactions, follow-up one-

way ANCOVAs (controlling for age and IQ) were

conducted with LSD and Bonferroni post-hoc tests if

the overall ANCOVA was significant. All tests were

two-tailed.

Given the exploratory nature of our study, and the

limited statistical power inherent in studies of clinical

populations that often show large variability and have

modest sample size, we are liberal in our reporting of

findings. Thus, we probe some effects that were only

marginally significant with the initial ANCOVA, and

we report both corrected and uncorrected tests for

multiple comparisons. As our aim was to describe the

overall patterns of impairments in HFA and schizo-

phrenia, we felt that including all possible findings

would be most valuable and provide hypotheses that

could be followed up in future studies focused on

specific aspects of social cognition. To further this aim,

we have also provided Cohen’s d effect size estimates

for the means on all study measures (Table 2).

Results

Table 3 displays F statistics and p values for all of the

main analyses discussed below, in addition to ad-

justed group means and results from post-hoc LSD

analyses.

Point-Light Motion Displays

For the Point-Light task, the main effect for emotion

valence and the groupremotion valence interaction

were not significant, but the main effect for group was

statistically significant. Examination of the significant

group effect indicated that the schizophrenia and HFA

groups performed significantly more poorly than the

control group on this task (p=0.001 and 0.021
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respectively), but not differently from one another

(p=0.403). The HFA-NCC comparison approached

statistical significance after applying the Bonferroni

correction (p=0.064).

Movie Stills without faces3

On the Movie Stills stimuli without faces, the main

effect of emotion and the main effect for group

were not significant. However, the groupremotion

interaction was statistically significant. Probing the

interaction revealed that HFA and schizophrenia par-

ticipants were impaired on ‘sad’ relative to controls

(p=0.032 and 0.015 respectively), but did not differ

from one another (p=0.843). The HFA-NCC compari-

son approached statistical significance after the

Bonferroni correction (p=0.096). On ‘afraid ’, HFA

participants performed better than controls (p=0.010),

Table 2. Cohen’s d effect sizes for three-group comparison

Schizophrenia

versus HFA

Schizophrenia

versus NCC

HFA

versus NCC

Point-Light, negative valence 0.549 0.881 0.315

Point-Light, positive valence 0.017 0.739 0.750

Movie Stills no face, sad 0.084 0.595 0.724

Movie Stills no face, angry 0.337 0.230 0.550

Movie Stills no face, afraid 0.347 0.173 0.563

Movie Stills with face, sad 0.335 0.924 0.499

Movie Stills with face, angry 0.644 0.069 0.681

Movie Stills with face, afraid 0.172 0.173 0.008

Untrustworthy faces 0.105 0.467 0.649

Trustworthy faces 0.042 0.116 0.075

Eyes task 0.138 0.772 0.607

HFA, High-functioning autism; NCC, non-clinical controls.

Table 3. Results from repeated-measures ANCOVAs with post-hoc tests for all social cognition tasks

F df p Post-hoc tests Schizophrenia HFA Control

Point-Light 0.764a 0.787a 0.847b

Valence 0.018 1, 111 0.894

Group 5.98 2, 111 0.003

Valencergroup 2.18 2, 111 0.117

Movie Stills no face

Emotion 0.309 2, 109 0.735 Sadc 0.531a 0.544a 0.677b

Group 1.197 2, 110 0.306 Afraidc 0.475 0.534a 0.420b

Emotion·group 4.362 4, 218 0.002 Angry 0.625 0.587 0.671

Movie Stills w/face

Emotion 0.401 2, 109 0.670 Sadc 0.624a 0.679 0.780b

Group 3.36 2, 110 0.039 Afraid 0.604 0.624 0.606

Emotion·group 2.73 4, 218 0.030 Angryc 0.636 0.551a 0.678b

Trustworthiness

Face trustworthy 19.1 1, 115 <0.001 Trustworthy 1.34 1.38 1.36

Group 1.44 2, 115 0.241 Untrustworthyc x0.795a x0.778a x1.26b

Face trustrgroup 2.85 2, 115 0.062

Eyes test

Group 2.03 2, 113 0.136 61.75 61.15 66.09

HFA, High-functioning autism; df, degrees of freedom.

For main analyses, significant effects are in bold face, effects approaching significance are italicized.
a Significantly different from b.
c Significant group effect for post-hoc test.
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but no other comparisons were statistically significant.

There were no group differences on ‘anger’.

Movie Stills with faces

On the Movie Stills stimuli with faces, the main effect

of emotion was not significant. However, the main

effect of group and the groupremotion interaction

were both statistically significant. The group effect in-

dicated the HFA and schizophrenia groups performed

more poorly than controls. This main effect was

qualified by the significant interaction, which in-

dicated that individuals with schizophrenia per-

formed more poorly than controls on ‘sad’ (p=0.006),

but were not significantly different from HFA partici-

pants (p=0.384), and that HFA participants performed

marginally more poorly than controls (p=0.084). After

Bonferroni correction, the HFA-NCC comparison

no longer approached statistical significance (p=
0.251). On ‘anger ’, HFA participants performed more

poorly than controls (p=0.009), with the schizo-

phrenia group falling in between but not significantly

different from either. There were no group differences

on ‘afraid ’.

Trustworthiness task

The significant main effect for face trustworthiness

indicated that trustworthy faces were rated more

positively than untrustworthy faces, as expected. The

main effect for group was not significant, but the

trustworthy by group interaction approached statisti-

cal significance [F(2, 116)=2.759, p=0.068]. Probing

this interaction with one-way ANCOVAs, conducted

on the trustworthy and untrustworthy faces separ-

ately, revealed that the three groups were rating

the trustworthy faces similarly (p=0.974), butwere dif-

ferent in their ratings on untrustworthy faces (p=
0.032). Specifically, HFA and schizophrenia partici-

pants rated the untrustworthy faces more positively

than controls (p=0.023 and 0.028 respectively), but did

not differ from one another (p=0.939). Both results

approach statistical significance after the Bonferroni

correction (HFA versus NCC, p=0.070; schizophrenia

versus NCC, p=0.085).

Eyes task

On the Eyes test, there were no significant group

effects after controlling for IQ.

Post-hoc symptom subgroup analyses

Given evidence that individuals with negative symp-

toms may clinically resemble individuals with autism

(Sheitman et al. 2003), that social cognition may be

similar in individuals with Asperger’s syndrome and

individuals with paranoid delusions (Craig et al. 2004),

and that individuals with paranoia and those with

HFA have similar activation in the fusiform face area

and amygdala (Pinkham et al. 2008), we repeated the

primary analyses after dividing the participants with

schizophrenia into negative symptom and paranoid

groups. The negative symptom group comprised in-

dividuals who scored o4 on at least one of the

following PANSS items: blunted affect, emotional

withdrawal, passive/apathetic social withdrawal, or

lack of spontaneity. Individuals in the paranoid group

had a score of o4 on the suspiciousness item. Given

the small size of these subgroups (negative symptom

group=13, paranoid group=8), these analyses are

exploratory and the findings should therefore be in-

terpreted cautiously. Participants who met criteria for

both symptom subgroups and those who did not meet

criteria for either subgroup (n=23) were excluded

from these analyses in order to compare more ‘pure’

symptom subgroups with the HFA and non-clinical

samples.

For the Point-Light task, the valence main effect and

valencergroup interaction were not statistically sig-

nificant. However, there was a significant main effect

for group. Post-hoc analyses revealed that the control

group performed significantly better than the HFA

group (p=0.005) and the negative symptom group

(p=0.045). The negative symptom-NCC comparison

no longer reached statistical significance after the

Bonferroni correction (p=0.270). There were no other

significant differences (see Table 4).

For the Movie Stills task without faces, the main

effects for emotion and group were not significant, but

the grouprvalence interaction was statistically sig-

nificant. Post-hoc analyses revealed that the HFA and

negative symptom group performed worse than con-

trols on ‘sad’ (p=0.015 and 0.007 respectively). This

effect became marginally statistically significant for

the HFA group after applying the Bonferroni correc-

tion (p=0.092), but remained statistically significant

for the negative symptom subgroup (p=0.043). On

‘afraid ’, the HFA group performed better than con-

trols (p=0.004), which remained statistically signifi-

cant after correction (p=0.025). There were no group

differences on ‘angry’, but examination of the means

revealed a similar pattern to ‘sad’ ; HFA and negative

symptom groups perform similarly to one another and

worse than controls. No other comparisons were

significant.

On the Movie Stills stimuli with faces, the main ef-

fect for emotion was not significant, but the main effect

for group and the grouprvalence interaction were

both statistically significant. Post-hoc analyses revealed

that the HFA group performed worse than controls
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and the paranoid group on ‘angry’ (p=0.013 and

0.012 respectively), with both effects becoming mar-

ginally statistically significant after the Bonferroni

correction (p=0.075 and 0.071 respectively). No other

comparisons were significant, although examination

of the means reveals that the negative symptom group

performed similarly to the HFA group and worse than

the other two. There were no group differences on

‘sad’ or ‘afraid’.

For the Trustworthiness task, the main effect for face

trustworthiness and the main effect for group were

both statistically significant, with a marginal face

trustworthinessrgroup interaction [F(3, 91)=2.279,

p=0.085]. Investigating the interaction with one-way

ANCOVAs revealed that the paranoid participants

rated the trustworthy faces less positively than the

other three groups (HFA p=0.007, negative symptom

p=0.005, controls p=0.006), who did not differ from

each other. These effects all continued to be statisti-

cally significant after applying the Bonferroni correc-

tion. By contrast, the HFA and negative symptom

group rated the untrustworthy faces more positively

than the NCC (p=0.027 and 0.025, respectively) ; no

other differences are significant. These effects were no

longer statistically significant after correcting for mul-

tiple tests.

On the Eyes test, the one-way ANCOVA was not

statistically significant.

Discussion

The aim of this study was to compare social cognitive

deficits in schizophrenia and HFA in order to begin

refining the social behavioral phenotype in these dis-

orders. It was hypothesized that individuals with HFA

and schizophrenia would have greater impairments in

emotion perception and social perceptual ToM rela-

tive to NCC, with individuals with schizophrenia

performing at an intermediate level between these two

groups. In general, the hypothesis that individuals

with HFA would show greater impairments in social

cognition than individuals with schizophrenia was not

supported. However, we found that individuals with

HFA and those with schizophrenia performed simi-

larly to one another on social cognitive tasks, with

both groups tending to differ significantly from con-

trols.

Our results indicate that, even after controlling for

age and IQ, both individuals with HFA and schizo-

phrenia were impaired in emotion perception relative

to NCC, but were not significantly different from one

another. These findings are not consistent with pre-

vious studies demonstrating that individuals with

autism are more impaired in emotion perception than

individuals with schizophrenia (Van Lancker et al.

1989 ; Bölte & Poustka, 2003). However, our stimuli

were not limited to face and vocal affect recognition,

Table 4. Results from symptom subgroups repeated-measures ANCOVAs and relevant post-hoc tests

F df P Post-hoc tests Paranoid Negative HFA Control

Point-Light 0.804 0.788a 0.785a 0.853b

Valence 0.145 1, 87 0.705

Group 3.23 3, 87 0.026

Valencergroup 1.52 3, 87 0.215

Movie Stills no face

Emotion 0.612 2, 85 0.544 Sadc 0.631 0.456a 0.529a 0.680b

Group 2.60 3, 86 0.057 Afraidc 0.517 0.435 0.542a 0.420b

Emotion·group 3.81 6, 170 0.001 Angry 0.757 0.568 0.584 0.667

Movie Stills w/face

Emotion 0.823 2, 85 0.443 Sad 0.620 0.633 0.680 0.790

Group 2.83 3, 86 0.043 Afraid 0.609 0.531 0.628 0.607

Emotion·group 2.23 6, 170 0.043 Angryc 0.761b 0.587 0.544a 0.671b

Trustworthiness

Face trustworthy 14.7 1, 91 <0.001 Trustworthyc 0.500b 1.48a 1.35a 1.36a

Group 3.64 3, 91 0.016 Untrustworthyc x1.35 x0.605a x0.787a x1.24b

Face trustrgroup 2.28 3, 91 0.085

Eyes test

Group 1.45 3, 89 0.233 66.70 61.71 61.86 66.81

For main analyses, significant effects are in bold face, effects approaching significance are italicized.
a Significantly different from b.
c Significant group effect for post-hoc test.
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suggesting that we were assessing related, but differ-

ent, domains than the other studies (Van Lancker et al.

1989 ; Bölte & Poustka, 2003). There has been little re-

search directly comparing those with HFA and

schizophrenia on social cognition, and each study

has used different tasks that tap different abilities ;

therefore, it is difficult to compare studies at this early

stage.

Although the results generally indicate similar im-

paired performance on emotion perception, examin-

ation of the effect sizes for the Point-Light task

(Table 2) suggests that emotional valence may impact

findings. Specifically, it seems that individuals

with schizophrenia performed more poorly on posi-

tive emotions, whereas individuals with HFA were

worse on negative emotions. Clearly, this interpret-

ation is speculative given that statistical analyses

did not provide evidence of a significant interaction.

Nevertheless, given the medium to large effect sizes, it

may be worthwhile examining further the possibility

that these groups may have performance differences

based on emotional valence.

We also found evidence for a shared bias in social

judgments of trustworthiness in schizophrenia and

HFA. Specifically, both groups tended to rate un-

trustworthy faces as more trustworthy than NCC.

Although these group differences did not survive

Bonferroni correction (they approached statistical sig-

nificance), examination of the effect sizes (Table 2) in-

dicate medium–large effects, with ratings from the

HFA and schizophrenia samples being similar. Of

note, this convergence seems to be true only for a

subgroup of individuals with schizophrenia ; namely,

those with prominent negative symptoms. By contrast,

those with paranoia tend to rate untrustworthy faces

as negatively as controls while also demonstrating the

opposite bias : rating trustworthy faces more nega-

tively than the other three groups. These findings

highlight what may be a specific impairment shared

by those with HFA and in some individuals with

schizophrenia.

There were no group differences in social percep-

tual ToM after statistically controlling for age and IQ.

However, the effect sizes (without regard to age and

IQ) suggest large differences between HFA and NCC,

and between schizophrenia and NCC, with HFA and

schizophrenia performing similarly to one another.

Given the putative lower degree of cognitive demand

on this task compared to tasks assessing social cogni-

tive ToM (e.g. false belief tasks), it was hoped these

results would be independent of IQ. On the contrary,

we found evidence for a strong relationship between

IQ and Eyes task performance (r=0.65, p<0.001). This

high correlation renders the current results difficult to

interpret, and suggests that further data are needed to

understand the role of cognitive abilities and IQ in

social perceptual ToM.

The findings from the current study may be ac-

counted for by several potential explanations, which

are not mutually exclusive. First, a shared social cog-

nitive profile may implicate overlapping etiologies,

such as genes common to both disorders. For example,

it is possible that there are genes that can be linked to

the social cognitive deficits prevalent in both dis-

orders. This explanation has some merit, given recent

research supporting the role of the Disrupted in

Schizophrenia 1 (DISC1) gene (Marx, 2007) and

choroidal neovascularization (CNV) disruption of the

neurexin-1 (NRXN1) gene (Friedman et al. 2006 ;

Autism Genome Project Consortium, 2007) in both

schizophrenia and autism. Second, it is also possible

that these findings implicate shared underlying neural

pathology. This explanation also has validity, given

that several of the tasks have strong links with brain

regions implicated in theories and research on the

‘social brain’ (Adolphs, 2002). For instance, the shared

bias for rating faces as more trustworthy than healthy

controls is suggestive of bilateral dysfunction in the

amygdala, given the relationship between bilateral

amygdala damage and this bias (Adolphs et al. 1998).

In addition, the brain regions recruited by study

measures have previously been suggested to be dys-

functional in both schizophrenia and autism, which

further supports this hypothesis (Abdi & Sharma,

2004). Finally, a third explanation is that there may be

a similar social cognitive profile, but differing mech-

anisms contributing to these deficiencies (Pinkham

et al. 2008). This account is supported by research

demonstrating different rates of orienting to social

stimuli (Sasson et al. 2007), which is suggestive of the

two groups processing social stimuli in a different

manner.

The current study has some limitations. First, the

exploratory nature of this study resulted in multiple

tests being conducted. To address this concern, we

reported the findings with both corrected (Bonferroni)

and uncorrected (LSD) tests, and provided means and

effect sizes. Thus, it is important to interpret all study

findings cautiously. Second, it may have been useful to

include a more comprehensive assessment of each

participant’s developmental history given the neuro-

developmental nature of both disorders. Although the

patient samples were evaluated thoroughly to confirm

diagnosis, a developmental assessment was outside

the scope of the present study (but one that should be

pursued in future research). Third, given that we did

not control for or assess the effects of general face

perception or biological motion perception, it may be

that findings are a result of basic perceptual impair-

ments rather than a specific deficit in social cognition.
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This problem is not new, as many researchers have

discussed the notion of a generalized versus specific

deficit in social cognition and neurocognition (e.g.

Bryson et al. 1997 ; Penn et al. 2000). Although many

studies have provided evidence that social cognitive

and basic cognitive processes can be reliably dis-

sociated, both behaviorally and through neural sub-

strates (e.g. Brunet et al. 2003 ; Phillips et al. 2003), it is

worthwhile for future studies to consider this question

more carefully.

Consideration of possible pathways to similar social

cognitive profiles in schizophrenia and HFA (as pres-

ented above) highlight important areas for future re-

search to investigate. Future studies could further

delineate shared and unique aspects of these dis-

orders, which will probably need to be taken into ac-

count in the search for the pathogenesis of HFA and

schizophrenia.
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Notes

1 It should be noted that the results for a subgroup of par-

ticipants were reported in an eye tracking study (Sasson

et al. 2007) and in a study comparing individuals early in

the course of their illness to those with prodromal symp-

toms in social cognition (Couture et al. 2008). In addition,

HFA participants and controls are included in another

manuscript examining these variables in relation to the

Broad Autism Phenotype (Losh et al. 2009).
2 One example of the four choices provided for an item is :

jealous, panicked, arrogant, and hateful. An example

definition for ‘arrogant ’ from the glossary is : ‘Conceited ;

self-important ; having a big opinion of oneself ’. The

entire task including glossary can be found at : www.

autismresearchcentre.com/tests/eyes_test_adult.asp.
3 Further analyses with the Movie Stills task were conduc-

ted to examine the effect of the face present/absent in the

stimuli. The results revealed that all participants per-

formed better with the face present, but this did not in-

teract with emotion type or group. The results were

presented as above for easier interpretation of the find-

ings.
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